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Abstract
We elaborate a new method for constructing traces of quadratic forms in the
framework of Hilbert and Dirichlet spaces. Our method relies on monotone conver-
gence of quadratic forms and the canonical decomposition into regular and singular
part. We give various situations where the trace can be described more explicitly
and compute it for some illustrating examples. We then show that Mosco con-
vergence of Dirichlet forms implies Mosco convergence of a subsequence of their
approximating traces.
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1 Introduction
In this paper we study the construction of traces of closed positive quadratic forms E in
Hilbert spaces with respect to some given linear operator J . By this we mean, starting
with a closed positive quadratic form with domain in some Hilbert space H and a linear
operator J with domain in the same space H but having values in some other auxiliary
Hilbert space Haux, we shall construct a new closed quadratic form in Haux. Let us stress
that the mentioned problem is not new and there are various methods for constructing
such a form in the literature, see [AtE12, AtEKS14, ESV15, FOT11]. The most general
construction can be found in [AtE12], where the authors construct an operator in Haux
starting from E and J and then of course the form. The novelty in our method consists
in following the converse strategy as follows: starting with a form in H we construct
the so-called trace form in Haux and its associated operator simultaneously, by means
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of approximating forms. However, we will show in Theorem 2.6 that both constructions
lead in fact to the same object. Besides we shall also focus on explicit computation of the
obtained form.
Let us explain our method. Instead of using Kato–Lions method for forms we make use
of monotone convergence of quadratic forms together with their canonical decomposition
into a regular part and a singular one, see [Sim78]. This method of construction seems not
to exist in the literature. The main input at this stage is a Dirichlet principle consisting
in describing the approximating forms in a variational way. Thanks to this method we
are able to compute explicitly traces of forms in many general circumstances.
In the special case of Dirichlet spaces we show, with a short and analytic proof,
that traces of regular Dirichlet forms are regular Dirichlet forms as well. We also show
that Mosco-convergence of Dirichlet forms yields Mosco-convergence of a subsequence of
approximating trace forms. We refer to [Mos94] for the corresponding notion (which will
be recalled in Section 6 below as well). At this stage we shall make use of the theory of
convergence of sequences of Hilbert spaces and its corollaries elaborated in [KS03].
The concept of traces of forms goes back to Fukushima-Oshima-Takeda [FOT94,
FOT11, Section 6.2], where the authors initiate the construction, investigate the trace
form and relate it to part of processes. However, many proofs, especially in the non-
transient case, are based on arguments making use of the theory of stochastic processes.
We aim for analytic arguments. Recently the subject gained much more interest due to
a generalization of the form method by Arendt and ter Elst [AtE12]. Since then there
has been various studies of properties of traces of sectorial forms in Hilbert spaces. In
[AtEKS14] the authors rely their construction on a hidden compactness condition yield-
ing ellipticity for the form. In [BBB14] the construction of the trace of E1, the form E
shifted by 1, is given. We will make use of the traces of Eλ for all λ > 0 given in this
way and then take the appropriate limit for λ→ 0. Ter Elst, Sauter and Vogt in [ESV15]
proved a generation theorem for accretive forms under the assumption that J is bounded
with dense range, which extends the results of [AtE12]. In [Pos16], Post used so-called
boundary pairs (referring to the case that J has a dense kernel) to construct a family
of operators related to the associated operator to the trace form. Moreover, there are
applications in the context of Dirichlet forms and singular diffusions, see [SV11, FS15].
Traces of quadratic forms have a wide range of applications in a variety of fields. Let us
cite, among others, their connection to parts of stochastic processes established in [Fuk80],
their relationship to the construction of Dirichlet-to-Neumann operators [AtE15, Dan14]
and of fractional powers of the Laplacian [MO69, CS07]. Traces of forms also appear
in the study of problems related to large coupling convergence and spectral asymptotics
[BBB14, BBBT18].
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we introduce the setup for quadratic
forms in Hilbert spaces, prove a Dirichlet principle for the approximating forms and
construct the trace via monotone convergence and regular parts. We then focus on special
situations, where we can compute the trace more explicitly. In Section 4 we apply our
method to various examples and calculate the corresponding traces. This includes the
square root of the Laplacian as obtained in [CS07] revisited in the context of forms,
but also traces on (maybe small) subsets, wich can correspond to singular diffusions; cf.
[SV11, FS15]. Starting from Section 5 we focus on Dirichlet forms. First, we show that
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the trace of a regular Dirichlet form is a regular Dirichlet form again (when interpreted
in the right space). We also relate our method of construction with the probabilistic
one in [FOT11, Section 6.2], and show that these two traces coincide. The final Section
6 is devoted to properties of sequences of Dirichlet forms. Here we prove that Mosco
convergence implies Mosco convergence of a subsequence of approximating trace forms.
2 Traces of quadratic forms in Hilbert spaces
Let H,Haux be two Hilbert spaces. Let (·, ·) and (·, ·)aux denote the scalar products on H
and Haux, respectively. Let E be a closed positive quadratic form with domain D ⊆ H.
For u ∈ D we abbreviate E [u] := E(u, u) and for every λ > 0 set
Eλ[u] := E [u] + λ‖u‖2.
Assume we are given a linear operator J : dom J ⊆ D → Haux with dense range such that
J is closed in (D, E1/21 ). For λ > 0 we define Jλ : dom J ⊆ (D, E1/2λ )→Haux by Jλu := Ju.
Let (ker Jλ)
⊥Eλ be the Eλ-orthogonal complement of ker Jλ and let Pλ the Eλ-orthogonal
projection onto (ker Jλ)
⊥Eλ .
For λ > 0 we construct a new family of closed positive densely defined quadratic forms
as follows (see [BBB14, Theorem 1.1])
dom Eˇλ := ran J, Eˇλ[Ju] := Eλ[Pλu] for all u ∈ dom J. (2.1)
Let Hˇλ be the positive self-adjoint operator associated with Eˇλ. We emphasize that,
if moreover J is densely defined then from [BBB14, Theorem 1.1] once again we obtain
Hˇλ = (JλJ
∗
λ)
−1. (2.2)
We start with a result that is of major importance for our construction of traces of
quadratic forms and which expresses the variational aspect of the forms Eˇλ.
Theorem 2.1 (Dirichlet principle). Let λ > 0, u ∈ dom J . Then
Eˇλ[Ju] = inf{Eλ[v] : v ∈ dom J, Jv = Ju}.
Moreover, Eˇλ ≤ Eˇµ for λ ≤ µ.
In the proof of the Dirichlet principle we will make use of the following lemma.
Lemma 2.2. Let (D, q) be a Hilbert space, J : dom J ⊆ D → Haux linear and closed. Let
P be the q-orthogonal projection onto (ker J)⊥q . Let u ∈ dom J . Then Pu ∈ dom J and
Ju = JPu.
Proof. Note that closed linear operators have closed kernels. Hence, ker J is closed. Since
P is an q-orthogonal projection, we obtain
u− Pu ∈ (ranP )⊥q = ((ker J)⊥q)⊥q = ker J = ker J ⊆ dom J.
Since u ∈ domJ , we obtain Pu ∈ dom J and Ju− JPu = J(u− Pu) = 0.
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Proof of Theorem 2.1. By Lemma 2.2 we have Pλu ∈ dom J , and Ju = JPλu. Thus,
inf{Eλ[v] : v ∈ dom J, Jv = Ju} ≤ Eλ[Pλu] = Eˇλ[Ju].
On the other hand, owing to the fact that Pλ is an orthogonal projection w.r.t. Eλ we get
Eλ[v] ≥ Eλ[Pλv] for all v ∈ dom J.
Now if v ∈ dom J and Jv = Ju then we obtain Pλv = Pλu and therefore
inf{Eλ[v] : v ∈ dom J, Jv = Ju} ≥ Eλ[Pλu] = Eˇλ[Ju].
Since (Eλ)λ>0 is a monotone increasing family, also (Eˇλ)λ is monotone increasing.
Remark 2.3. Let Q be a densely defined positive quadratic form on a Hilbert space H.
Then Q can be uniquely decomposed into Q = Qreg +Qsing, such that Qreg is the largest
positive densely defined closable quadratic form dominated by Q. In particular, if Q is
closable then Qreg = Q. The form Qreg is called the regular part of Q. See [Sim78, Mos94]
for more details on this decomposition.
Theorem 2.4. There exists a positive self-adjoint operator Hˇ in Haux such that
lim
λ↓0
(Hˇλ + 1)
−1 = (Hˇ + 1)−1 strongly.
Furthermore, defining Eˇ0 in Haux by
dom Eˇ0 := ran J, Eˇ0[Ju] := lim
λ↓0
Eˇλ[Ju] for all u ∈ dom J,
then Hˇ is the self-adjoint operator associated with the closure of (Eˇ0)reg. In particular, if
Eˇ0 is closable then Hˇ is the self-adjoint operator associated with the closure of Eˇ0.
Proof. For λ > 0 the form Eˇλ is densely defined, positive and closed. By Theorem 2.1
the family (Eˇλ)λ is monotone increasing. Making use of [Kat95, Theorem VIII.3.11] we
conclude that there is a positive self-adjoint operator in Haux, which we denote by Hˇ ,
such that
lim
λ↓0
(Hˇλ + 1)
−1 = (Hˇ + 1)−1 strongly.
Moreover from [Sim78, Theorem 3.2] we infer that Hˇ is the self-adjoint operator associated
with the closure of (Eˇ0)reg. The last claim of the theorem follows from the definition of
the regular part of a quadratic form.
From now on we let Eˇ be the densely defined positive closed quadratic form associated
to Hˇ via the second representation theorem [Kat95, Theorem VI.2.23]:
Dˇ := dom Eˇ := dom Hˇ1/2, Eˇ [ψ] := (Hˇ1/2ψ, Hˇ1/2ψ)aux.
We shall call Eˇ the trace of E with respect to J . Note that Eˇ = (Eˇ0)reg. Let us quote that
from the definition of the regular part we have ranJ ⊆ dom Eˇ . Hence the domain of Eˇ is
the closure of ran J w.r.t.
√
Eˇ [·] + ‖ · ‖2aux.
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Remark 2.5. (a) Let λ > 0. One may ask whether the trace of Eλ agrees with Eˇλ from
(2.1). In Proposition 2.9 we will show that the construction is consistent.
(b) Since strong resolvent convergence of the associated operators is equivalent to
Mosco convergence of the corresponding positive quadratic forms we can rephrase Theo-
rem 2.4 such that Eˇ is the Mosco limit of (Eˇλ)λ>0 as λ decreases to 0.
(c) The operator Hˇ is characterized by
dom Hˇ =
{
ψ ∈ dom Eˇ : ∃φ ∈ Haux : Eˇ(ψ, ϕ) = (φ, ϕ)aux for all ϕ ∈ dom Eˇ
}
,
Hˇψ = φ.
Since ran J is a core for Eˇ , the domain of Hˇ is also given by
dom Hˇ =
{
ψ ∈ dom Eˇ : ∃φ ∈ Haux : Eˇ(ψ, Jv) = (φ, Jv)aux for all v ∈ dom J
}
.
(d) If Haux = H, dom J dense inH and J (and hence also Jλ) is the natural embedding
J : dom J ∋ u 7→ u ∈ H, then Eˇ = E|domJ . Indeed, we then obtain Pλu = u for all
u ∈ dom J and λ > 0 and Eˇλ = Eλ|domJ for all λ > 0. Thus, if dom J is a core for E then
Eˇ = E .
(e) In case E is a positive form, but not necessarily closed, we can first consider the
closure Ereg of its regular part and then apply Theorem 2.4 to obtain its trace.
We now show that our construction agrees with the one obtained in [AtE12].
Theorem 2.6. Let a be a form defined by dom a := dom J , a[u] := E [u] for u ∈ dom J .
Let A be the operator associated with (a, J) according to [AtE12, Theorem 3.2]. Then
A = Hˇ.
Proof. First, note that a is J-sectorial since E is positive, and J(domJ) = ranJ is dense
in Haux by assumption on J . Further, since a is symmetric and positive, A is self-adjoint
and positive by [AtE12, Remark 3.5].
(i) Let λ > 0. Define aλ := Eλ|dom J . Then aλ is J-sectorial and J(dom aλ) = ran J
is dense in Haux. Let Aλ be the operator associated with (aλ, J) according to [AtE12,
Theorem 3.2]. By [AtE12, Remark 3.5], Aλ is self-adjoint. We show that Aλ = Hˇλ.
Indeed, let x ∈ dom Hˇλ ⊆ dom Eˇλ = ranJ . Let u ∈ domJ such that Ju = x. Then for
v ∈ dom J we obtain
(Hˇλx, Jv)aux = Eˇλ(x, Jv) = Eˇλ(Ju, Jv) = Eλ(Pλu, Pλv) = Eλ(Pλu, v).
By Lemma 2.2, Pλu ∈ domJ and x = Ju = JPλu. Define un := Pλu for all n ∈ N. Then
Jun = x for all n ∈ N,
sup
n∈N
aλ[un] = sup
n∈N
Eλ[Pλu] ≤ Eλ[u],
and
lim
n→∞
aλ(un, v) = lim
n→∞
Eλ(Pλu, v) = (Hˇλx, J(v))aux
for all v ∈ dom J = dom aλ. Hence, x ∈ domAλ and Aλx = Hˇλx, i.e. Hˇλ ⊆ Aλ. Since
both operators are self-adjoint, they are equal.
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(ii) Note that dom aλ = dom a and aλ[u] − a[u] = λ‖u‖2 ≥ 0 for all u ∈ dom a.
Moreover, limλ→0 aλ[u] = a[u] for all u ∈ dom a, and J(dom aλ) = J(dom J) = ran J is
dense in Haux. By [AtE12, Theorem 3.7], we have
lim
λ→0
(Aλ + 1)
−1 = (A + 1)−1 strongly.
(iii) By Theorem 2.4, we have
lim
λ→0
(Hˇλ + 1)
−1 = (Hˇ + 1)−1 strongly.
Since strong limits are unique we obtain A = Hˇ .
Remark 2.7. (a) Note that the construction in [AtE12] is valid for more general situations
than we consider here; J just needs to be linear with dense range and a only needs to
be a J-sectorial sesquilinear form. However, then the operator associated with (a, J) is
described in a somewhat implicit form in [AtE12, Theorem 3.2].
(b) In case dom J = D and J1 is bounded on (D, E1/21 ), we can also apply [ESV15,
Theorem 4.2] to obtain a self-adjoint operator (which is actually Hˇ) associated with
(E , J), and then obtain Eˇ as the form associated with this operator. Note that since E is
symmetric and hence J-sectorial, the constructions in [ESV15, Theorem 4.2] and [AtE12,
Theorem 3.2] agree.
Next we proceed to show that our construction is consistent. We start by showing the
Dirichlet principle for the form Eˇ0, analogously to Theorem 2.1.
Lemma 2.8. Let u ∈ dom J . Then
Eˇ0[Ju] = inf{E [v] : v ∈ domJ, Jv = Ju}.
Proof. By definition of Eˇ0 and Theorem 2.1 we obtain
Eˇ0[Ju] = lim
λ↓0
Eˇλ[Ju] = lim
λ↓0
inf{Eλ[v] : v ∈ domJ, Jv = Ju}
≥ inf{E [v] : v ∈ dom J, Jv = Ju}.
Conversely, let v ∈ dom J such that Jv = Ju. Then
inf{Eλ[w] : w ∈ domJ, Jw = Ju} ≤ Eλ[v]
for all λ > 0. Passing to the limit leads to Eˇ0[Ju] ≤ E [v]. Thus,
Eˇ0[Ju] ≤ inf{E [v] : v ∈ domJ, Jv = Ju},
which finishes the proof.
The following proposition is actually a consequence of Theorem 2.6 and [AtE12, The-
orem 3.7]. However, we shall give an independent proof.
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Proposition 2.9. Let β > 0. The trace of Eβ is the form Eˇβ as given by (2.1). In other
words,
Eˇβ = lim
λ↓0
Eˇβ+λ.
Proof. Let u ∈ dom J . Applying Lemma 2.8 to Eβ (instead of E) and taking into account
Theorem 2.1 we obtain
lim
λ↓0
Eˇβ+λ[Ju] = inf{Eβ[v] : v ∈ dom J, Jv = Ju} = Eˇβ[Ju].
Since Eˇβ is closed, Theorem 2.4 yields limλ↓0 Eˇβ+λ = Eˇβ.
The following result expresses the fact that some properties of the operator Hˇ are
strongly related to those of J1. A similar result can be found in [ESV15, Proposition 4.20]
(note that the corresponding construction of traces is different).
Theorem 2.10. Let dom J = D and J1 : (D, E1)→ Haux be bounded.
(a) Let Eˇ0 be closed and J1 compact. Then Hˇ has compact resolvent.
(b) Let Hˇ have compact resolvent. Then J1 is compact.
Proof. (a) Note that Eˇ = Eˇ0 since Eˇ0 is closed. In particular, dom Eˇ = ran J . Let us set
(Eˇ)1 := Eˇ + ‖ · ‖2aux.
It is well known that the operator Hˇ has compact resolvent if and only if the embedding
i : (ranJ, (Eˇ)1/21 ) → Haux is compact. By the boundedness assumption for J1 and the
definition of Eˇ1, we obtain
‖Ju‖2aux = ‖JP1u‖2aux ≤ ‖J1‖2E1[P1u] = ‖J1‖2Eˇ1[Ju],
for all u ∈ D. Thus, (Eˇ)1 is Eˇ1-bounded. Since both (ran J, (Eˇ)1/21 ) and (ran J, Eˇ1/21 )
are Hilbert spaces, the latter inequality together with the open mapping theorem yield
equivalence of the norms (Eˇ)1/21 and Eˇ1/21 . As by assumption J1 is compact then according
to [Wei00, Satz 3.5], J1J
∗
1 = Hˇ1
−1
is compact as well, which in turn yields compactness of
the embedding (ran J, Eˇ1/21 ) → Haux. Accordingly the embedding (ran J, (Eˇ)1/21 ) → Haux
is compact and Hˇ has compact resolvent.
(b) Note that 0 ≤ Eˇ ≤ Eˇ1 and therefore
0 ≤ (Hˇ1 + 1)−1 ≤ (Hˇ + 1)−1.
Thus, we obtain
‖(Hˇ1 + 1)− 12ψ‖aux ≤ ‖(Hˇ + 1)− 12ψ‖aux for all ψ ∈ Haux.
Since (Hˇ+1)−1 is compact, also (Hˇ+1)−
1
2 is compact. Hence, (Hˇ1+1)
− 1
2 is also compact,
which in turn implies the compactness of (Hˇ1 + 1)
−1. Therefore, also Hˇ−11 = J1J
∗
1 is
compact. By [Wei00, Satz 3.5], J1J
∗
1 is compact if and only if J1 is compact.
Remark 2.11. We shall show in Remark 3.9 that the form Eˇ0 is closed in case E is
J-elliptic. Thus, Theorem 2.10(a) is a generalization of [AtE12, Lemma 2.7].
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3 Some special situations for constructions of traces
In this section we provide concrete relevant situations, in which the trace form is computed
explicitly. We start with the following situation. In many applications, especially from
PDEs, it may happen that the quadratic form E defines a scalar product on D. For this
particular situation, we shall give an explicit description of the trace form. Let De be the
abstract completion of D w.r.t. E(·)1/2. Then the quadratic form E extends in a natural
way to a bounded quadratic form on the Hilbert space (De, E) which we still denote by E .
Suppose that ker J is E-closed. Let (ker J)⊥E be the E-orthogonal complement of ker J in
the Hilbert space (De, E) and let P the E-orthogonal projection onto (ker J)⊥E . In this
framework we construct a form Q, as before, by
domQ := ran J, Q[Ju] := E [Pu] for all u ∈ dom J, (3.1)
analogously to (2.1). Obviously, Q is well-defined.
Proposition 3.1. Let E define a scalar product on D. Assume that ker J is E-closed and
let Q be the quadratic form defined by (3.1). Then Eˇ = Qreg. Moreover, if J : dom J ⊆
(De, E)→Haux is closed then Eˇ = Q.
Proof. Since P is the E-orthogonal projection onto (ker J)⊥, for u ∈ dom J we have
u − Pu ∈ ker J and therefore Pu ∈ dom J and Ju = JPu. (This is essentially Lemma
2.2; there we only used that ker J is closed.) Consequently, the Dirichlet principle still
holds true. Hence, together with Lemma 2.8 this yields for u ∈ dom J
Q[Ju] = E [Pu] = inf{E [v] : v ∈ dom J, Jv = Ju} = Eˇ0[Ju].
Thus, Q = Eˇ0. By Theorem 2.4, we achieve Qreg = Eˇ .
Now, assume that J : dom J ⊆ (De, E) → Haux is closed. Then ker J is closed (w.r.t.
E). Hence mimicking the proof of [BBB14, Theorem 1.1] we conclude that the quadratic
form Q defined by (3.1) is closed. Hence Q = Qreg = Eˇ .
Towards providing other situations for which an explicit computation of Eˇ is still
possible we introduce the vector space
HJhar := {u ∈ dom J : E(u, v) = 0 for all v ∈ ker J}.
Assume that dom J decomposes into a direct sum
dom J = HJhar ⊕ ker J.
For each u ∈ dom J let Eharu be the unique element in HJhar such that
u = Eharu+ (u− Eharu),
where the decomposition is unique. Then Ehar is the projection from dom J onto HJhar
along ker J , and Eharu can be interpreted as a abstract ‘harmonic extension’ of Ju for
u ∈ domJ ; cf. Example 4.2 for a similar construction inspiring the name. Define Ehar in
Haux by
dom Ehar := ran J, Ehar[Ju] := E [Eharu] for all u ∈ dom J.
Clearly, Ehar is then well-defined (by the direct sum assumption u ∈ ker J implies Eharu =
0).
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Lemma 3.2. Assume dom J = HJhar ⊕ ker J . Let u ∈ dom J . Then
E(Eharu, v) = E(u,Eharv) for all v ∈ dom J.
Proof. Let v ∈ dom J . Then E(Eharu, v − Eharv) = 0. Thus
E(Eharu, v) = E(Eharu,Eharv) + E(Eharu, v − Eharv) = E(Eharu,Eharv).
By symmetry,
E(Eharu, v) = E(Eharu,Eharv) = E(u,Eharv).
Mimicking the proof of Proposition 3.1 we obtain:
Proposition 3.3. Assume dom J = HJhar ⊕ ker J . Then the trace form Eˇ coincides with
the closure of the regular part of Ehar.
Here is a sufficient condition for Ehar to be closed and hence for Eˇ = Ehar.
Lemma 3.4. Let dom J = HJhar ⊕ ker J . Assume that (D, E) is a Hilbert space. Then
Ehar is closed.
Proof. Note that (D, E1) ∋ u 7→ u ∈ (D, E) is a contractive bijection between Banach
spaces, hence has a continuous inverse. Thus, J is E-closed.
Let (un) in domJ such that (Jun) is a Cauchy-sequence for Ehar and Jun → u˜ in Haux
for some u˜ ∈ Haux. Then
E [Eharun − Eharum] = Ehar[Jun − Jum]→ 0 (m,n→∞),
so (Eharun) is a Cauchy-sequence for E . Since (D, E) is a Hilbert space, there exists u ∈ D
such that Eharun → u in E . Note that Eharu = u. Since Jun = JEharun for all n ∈ N
and J is E-closed, we obtain u ∈ dom J and Ju = u˜. Hence, u˜ = Ju ∈ dom Ehar and
Ehar[Jun − Ju] = E [Eharun − Eharu] = E [Eharun − u]→ 0. Thus, Ehar is closed.
For an application of the situation in Lemma 3.4 see [FS15, SV11].
By means of Proposition 3.3 we can now handle the following case. Assume that ker J
is dense in H and define the form ED in H by
dom ED := ker J, ED[u] := E [u] for all u ∈ dom ED
Then ED is closed. Indeed, let (un) in dom ED, u ∈ H, ED[un − um] → 0 (m,n → ∞),
un → u in H. Then E [un−um]→ 0. Since E is closed, we obtain u ∈ D and E [un−u]→ 0.
Since J1 is closed and Jun = 0→ 0 we obtain u ∈ ker J = dom ED. Thus,
ED[un − u] = E [un − u]→ 0.
Let LD be the positive self-adjoint operator associated with ED. Assume that
HJhar ∩ ker J = {0}.
Then LD is injective. Indeed, let u ∈ domLD ⊆ ker J ⊆ D such that LDu = 0. Then, for
v ∈ ker J we obtain
E(u, v) = (LDu, v) = 0.
Thus, u ∈ HJhar, and therefore u ∈ HJhar ∩ ker J = {0}. Assume that LD is surjective. For
u ∈ D and λ > 0 set
vλ := λL
−1
D Pλu+ Pλu.
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Lemma 3.5. Let ker J be dense in H, HJhar ∩ ker J = {0} and LD surjective.
(a) Let u ∈ dom J , λ > 0. Then vλ ∈ HJhar and Jvλ = Ju. Furthermore, vλ is
λ-independent.
(b) dom J = HJhar ⊕ ker J . Moreover, Eharu = v1 for u ∈ domJ .
Proof. Since ranL−1D = domLD ⊆ ker J and Pλu ∈ dom J for all u ∈ dom J by Lemma
2.2, we get vλ ∈ dom J and Jvλ = JPλu = Ju.
(a) Let v ∈ ker J (= dom ED). Then Pλu⊥Eλv and therefore
E(vλ, v) = λE(L−1D Pλu, v) + E(Pλu, v) = λED(L−1D Pλu, v)− λ(Pλu, v)
= λ(Pλu, v)− λ(Pλu, v) = 0.
Thus, vλ ∈ HJhar. Hence, for λ, λ′ > 0 we obtain vλ − vλ′ ∈ HJhar ∩ ker J = {0}.
(b) Let u ∈ dom J . Then u = Pλu + u − Pλu = vλ − λL−1D Pλu + u − Pλu, where
vλ ∈ HJhar and u− vλ = −λL−1D Pλu+ u−Pλu ∈ ker J . Hence, making use of assertion (a)
we obtain dom J = HJhar ⊕ ker J .
Observing that u = v1 + (u − v1) ∈ HJhar ⊕ ker J yields Eharu = v1 by definition of
Ehar.
Proposition 3.6. Let ker J be dense in H, HJhar ∩ ker J = {0} and LD surjective. Then
Eˇ = (Ehar)reg.
Proof. By Lemma 3.5 we have dom J = HJhar⊕ ker J . Now the result follows from Propo-
sition 3.3.
Remark 3.7. Proposition 3.6 is inspired from the construction of the trace of the quad-
ratic form associated with the Neumann-Laplacian on bounded open subsets of Rn with
Lipschitz boundary (see e.g. [Dan14]). The corresponding operator is then the Dirichlet-
to-Neumann operator.
As a next step we shall give another general case where dom J = HJhar⊕ker J is fulfilled
and hence Proposition 3.3 can be applied. Consider the form EJ in H defined by
dom EJ := dom J, EJ [u] := E [u] + ‖Ju‖2aux for all u ∈ dom EJ .
Then
HJhar = {u ∈ dom J : EJ(u, v) = 0 for all v ∈ ker J}.
Assume that EJ defines a scalar product on dom J . Let us denote byHJ the EJ -completion
of dom J and by P J the EJ-orthogonal projection onto the EJ-orthogonal complement of
ker J .
Proposition 3.8. Assume that EJ defines a scalar product on dom J and ker J is EJ-
closed. Then dom J = HJhar ⊕ ker J . Moreover,
Ehar[Ju] = E [P Ju] for all u ∈ dom J.
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Proof. By assumption we obtain HJhar ∩ ker J = {0}. Thus, we have to show that every
u ∈ dom J admits a decomposition. Let u ∈ dom J . As, by assumption, ker J is EJ-closed
we obtain u − P Ju ∈ ker J ⊆ dom J . Consequently, P Ju ∈ dom J . Hence, P Ju ∈ HJhar
and u = P Ju+ u− P Ju. Therefore, we obtain domJ = HJhar ⊕ ker J .
It remains to prove that P Ju = Eharu for all u ∈ dom J . Let u ∈ dom J . Then
u admits a unique decomposition u = Eharu + (u − Eharu) with Eharu ∈ HJhar. Since
u = P Ju+ (u− P Ju) with P Ju ∈ HJhar, we observe Eharu = P Ju.
Remark 3.9. (a) Assume that E is J-elliptic, i.e. J is everywhere defined and bounded
on D and there exist β ∈ R, α > 0 such that
E [u] + β‖Ju‖2aux ≥ αE1[u] for all u ∈ D.
Then EJ yields a scalar product on D and J is EJ-closed. Thus, ker J is EJ-closed. Hence,
applying Proposition 3.8 and then Proposition 3.3 we obtain Eˇ = (Ehar)reg. Moreover, a
straightforward computation shows that the form Ehar is closed, and therefore Eˇ = Eˇ0 =
Ehar.
(b) Assume that HJhar ∩ ker J = {0}. Then EJ defines a scalar product on dom J .
Indeed, for u ∈ dom J with EJ [u] = 0 we obtain u ∈ ker J and E [u] = 0. Hence, by the
Cauchy-Schwarz inequality
|E(u, v)| ≤ E [u]1/2E [v]1/2 = 0
for all v ∈ ker J and therefore u ∈ HJhar. Hence, u = 0.
4 Examples
In this section we work out some examples to illustrate our method for constructing traces
of forms.
Example 4.1. Let Ω,Ω0 ⊆ Rd be open and bounded with boundaries Γ := ∂Ω and
Γ0 := ∂Ω0 such that Ω0 ⊆ Ω. Assume that Γ0,Γ are C1. Consider the quadratic form E
in L2(Ω) given by
D := H10 (Ω), E [u] :=
∫
Ω
|∇u|2,
and let J : D → L2(Ω0), Ju := u|Ω0. Then (D, E) is a Hilbert space. Thus, we can
construct Eˇ by means of Proposition 3.1. Let P be the E-orthogonal projection onto the
E-orthogonal complement of ker J . Obviously,
(ker J)⊥E = {u ∈ H10 (Ω) : ∆(u|Ω\Ω0) = 0},
and for each u ∈ H10 (Ω) we have that Pu is the unique element in H10 (Ω) such that
∆(Pu|Ω\Ω0) = 0 and Pu|Ω0 = u|Ω0. The trace form Eˇ is given by
dom Eˇ = ran J = H1(Ω0), Eˇ(Ju, Jv) = E(Pu, Pv) = E(Pu, v) for all u, v ∈ H10 (Ω).
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Applying Green’s formula, we derive
Eˇ(Ju, Jv) =
∫
Ω0
∇Pu · ∇v +
∫
Ω\Ω0
∇Pu · ∇v
=
∫
Ω0
∇u · ∇v + 〈γ−1 Pu, γ0v〉H−1/2(Γ0),H1/2(Γ0),
where γ−1 Pu ∈ H−1/2(Γ0) is the conormal derivative of Pu|Ω\Ω0 on Γ0 and γ0v ∈ H1/2(Γ0)
is the trace of v on Γ0; cf. [DD12, Section 5.5.1]. Note that if Pu|Ω\Ω0 ∈ H2(Ω \ Ω0)
the linear functional γ−1 Pu on H
1/2(Γ0) coincides with the strong conormal derivative
∂νPu|Γ0 = ∇Pu|Ω\Ω0 ·ν ∈ L2(Γ0), where ν is the outward unit normal on Γ0 (with respect
to Ω \ Ω0).
For u ∈ H1(Ω0) such that ∆u ∈ L2(Ω0) we set Pu := P u˜, where u˜ is any extension
of u in H10 (Ω) (for the existence of such an extension see e.g. [DD12, Proposition 2.70]),
and let γ+1 u ∈ H1/2(Γ0) be the conormal derivative of u on Γ0 (with respect to Ω0). Let
Hˇ be the positive self-adjoint operator associated with Eˇ . Then
dom Hˇ = {u ∈ H1(Ω0) : ∆u ∈ L2(Ω0), γ+1 u+ γ−1 Pu = 0}, Hˇu = −∆u.
Indeed, note that for f ∈ L2(Ω0) we have u ∈ dom Hˇ and Hˇu = f if and only if
Eˇ(u, v) = (f, v)L2(Ω0) for all v ∈ H1(Ω0).
Let u ∈ dom Hˇ . By taking v ∈ C∞c (Ω0) we obtain Hˇu = −∆u. Green’s formula yields∫
Ω0
∇u · ∇v = (−∆u, v)L2(Ω0) + 〈γ+1 u, γ0v〉H−1/2(Γ0),H1/2(Γ0).
Thus, γ+1 u+ γ
−
1 Pu = 0 in H
−1/2(Γ0).
Conversely, if u ∈ H1(Ω0) such that ∆u ∈ L2(Ω0) and γ+1 u+ γ−1 Pu = 0 in H−1/2(Γ0),
then for all v ∈ H1(Ω0) we obtain∫
Ω0
∇u · ∇v = (−∆u, v)L2(Ω0) + 〈γ+1 u, γ0v〉H−1/2(Γ0),H1/2(Γ0)
= (−∆u, v)L2(Ω0) − 〈γ−1 Pu, γ0v〉H−1/2(Γ0),H1/2(Γ0),
and therefore
Eˇ(u, v) =
∫
Ω0
∇u · ∇v + 〈γ−1 Pu, γ0v〉H−1/2(Γ0),H1/2(Γ0) = (−∆u, v)L2(Ω0).
Thus, u ∈ dom Hˇ and Hˇu = −∆u.
Since the boundary of Ω is of class C1 and Ω0 is bounded, by Rellich-Kondrachov
Theorem the embedding (D, E1/21 ) → L2(Ω0) is compact. By Theorem 2.10 we obtain
that Hˇ has compact resolvent.
Next, we revisit the 1/2-Laplacian, see [CS07].
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Example 4.2. Let d ∈ N and Rd+1+ := Rd × (0,∞). Let H := L2(Rd+1+ ), Haux := L2(Rd),
and define E in H by
D := H1(Rd+1+ ), E [u] :=
∫
R
d+1
+
|∇u(x, t)|2 dx dt.
Let J : D → Haux be defined by Ju := γ0u, where γ0 is the trace of u on the boundary
of Rd+1+ . Then J is bounded on (D, E1/21 ) and ran J = H1/2(Rd) is dense in Haux. Let
ψ ∈ ran J , λ > 0. Let u ∈ D such that Ju = ψ. Then Pλu is the unique element in
H1(Rd+1+ ) which solves the boundary value problem
−∆Pλu+ λPλu = 0 in Rd+1+ ,
Pλu = ψ on R
d.
Thus, by Fourier transform with respect to the variable x we obtain an ordinary differential
equation
|ξ|2P̂λu(ξ, t)− ∂
2P̂λu
∂2t
(ξ, t) + λP̂λu(ξ, t) = 0 for (ξ, t) ∈ Rd × (0,∞),
P̂λu(ξ, 0) = ψˆ(ξ) for ξ ∈ Rd.
The solution is given by
P̂λu(ξ, t) = e
−
√
|ξ|2+λ tψˆ(ξ).
Hence,
Eˇλ[ψ] = Eλ[Pλu] =
∫ ∞
0
∫
Rd
|∇Pλu(x, t)|2 dx dt+ λ
∫ ∞
0
∫
Rd
|Pλu(x, t)|2 dx dt
=
∫ ∞
0
∫
Rd
|ξ|2|P̂λu(ξ, t)|2 dξ dt+
∫ ∞
0
∫
Rd
∣∣∣∂P̂λu
∂t
(ξ, t)
∣∣∣2 dξ dt
+ λ
∫ ∞
0
∫
Rd
|P̂λu(ξ, t)|2 dξ dt.
Using Fubini’s Theorem and an integration by parts for the second integral in the latter
identity we thus obtain
Eˇλ[ψ] =
∫
Rd
√
|ξ|2 + λ |ψˆ(ξ)|2 dξ →
∫
Rd
|ξ||ψˆ(ξ)|2 dξ.
One can easily check that the limiting quadratic form is closed. Hence, from Theorem
2.4 we observe that Eˇ = limλ↓0 Eˇλ, which is nothing else but the closed positive form
associated with (−∆)1/2 on Rd.
Example 4.3. Let E be the classical Dirichlet form in L2(R), i.e.
D := H1(R), E(u, v) :=
∫
u′v′ for all u, v ∈ H1(R).
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Let (an)n∈Z be a sequence in (0,∞) and µ :=
∑
n∈Z anδn. By Sobolev’s embedding
theorem, every u ∈ H1(R) has a unique continuous representative u˜. We shall assume
that every element in H1(R) is continuous. We define the operator J from D to L2(R, µ)
by
dom J := {u ∈ H1(R) :
∑
n∈Z
an|u(n)|2 <∞}, Ju := u|Z for all u ∈ dom J.
Then J is densely defined in (D, E1/21 ) and the range of J is dense in L2(R, µ). Moreover,
J is everywhere defined on D and bounded on (D, E1/21 ) if and only if (an) is bounded. We
claim that the operator J is closed in (D, E1/21 ). Indeed, let (uk)k be a sequence in dom J
such that (uk)k converges to u in (D, E1/21 ) and (Juk)k converges to v in L2(R, µ). Then,
by Sobolev’s inequality, the sequence (uk)k converges locally uniformly (and therefore
pointwise) to u. Thus, u = v µ-a.e., yielding u ∈ domJ and Ju = v.
For every λ > 0 we obtain
dom Eˇλ = ran J =
{
ψ ∈ L2(R, µ) :
∑
n∈Z
|ψ(n)|2 <∞},
Eˇλ[ψ] =
√
λ
sinh
√
λ
∑
n∈Z
|ψ(n+ 1)− ψ(n)|2 + 2
√
λ
cosh
√
λ− 1
sinh
√
λ
∑
n∈Z
|ψ(n)|2.
Indeed, let u ∈ H1(R). By Sobolev’s inequality, applied on the intervals (n−1/2, n+1/2),
we obtain
∑
n∈Z |u(n)|2 <∞. Conversely, let ψ ∈ L2(R, µ) such that
∑
n∈Z |ψ(n)|2 <∞.
Choose ϕ ∈ C∞c (R) such that ϕ(0) = 1 and ϕ(x) = 0 if |x| > 1/2. Then
(
ψ(n)ϕ(·−n))
n∈Z
is an orthogonal system in H1(R) and∑
n∈Z
‖ψ(n)ϕ(· − n)‖2H1(R) =
∑
n∈Z
|ψ(n)|2‖ϕ‖2H1(R) <∞.
Thus u :=
∑
n∈Z ψ(n)ϕ(· − n) ∈ H1(R). Since u = ψ µ-a.e., we get ψ ∈ ranJ = dom Eˇλ.
Thus, dom Eˇλ =
{
ψ ∈ L2(R, µ) : ∑n∈Z |ψ(n)|2 <∞}. Obviously,
(ker Jλ)
⊥Eλ = {u ∈ H1(R) : −u′′ + λu = 0 in R \ Z}.
Hence, for u ∈ H1(R), we observe that Pλu is the unique element in H1(R) such that
−(Pλu)′′ + λPλu = 0 in R \ Z,
Pλu = u on Z.
An elementary computation yields
Pλu =
1
sinh
√
λ
(
u(n+ 1) sinh
(√
λ(· − n))− u(n) sinh(√λ(· − n− 1))) in [n, n+ 1].
For every u ∈ dom J we have
Eˇλ[Ju] = Eλ[Pλu] =
∑
n∈Z
(∫ n+1
n
|(Pλu)′(x)|2 dx+ λ
∫ n+1
n
|Pλu(x)|2 dx
)
.
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Integrating by parts, we obtain
Eˇλ(Ju, Ju) =
∑
n∈Z
Pλu(Pλu)
′
∣∣n+1
n
=
√
λ
sinh
√
λ
∑
n∈Z
(−u(n + 1)u(n)− u(n)u(n+ 1))+ 2√λcosh
√
λ
sinh
√
λ
∑
n∈Z
|u(n)|2
=
√
λ
sinh
√
λ
∑
n∈Z
|u(n+ 1)− u(n)|2 + 2
√
λ
cosh
√
λ− 1
sinh
√
λ
∑
n∈Z
|u(n)|2.
Letting λ ↓ 0 we obtain
lim
λ↓0
Eˇλ[Ju] =
∑
n∈Z
|u(n+ 1)− u(n)|2.
The latter form is closable. Let Q be the form defined by
domQ =
{
ψ ∈ L2(R, µ) :
∑
n∈Z
|ψ(n+ 1)− ψ(n)|2 <∞}, Q[ψ] =∑
n∈Z
|ψ(n+ 1)− ψ(n)|2.
Then Eˇ is a closed restriction of Q. Moreover if ∑n an = ∞ then Eˇ = Q. In fact, in the
latter case Eˇ is the quadratic form associated with the (Neumann) graph Laplacian on
the graph Z with measure determined by the sequence (an), see e.g. [KL12, Theorem 6].
Note that the sequence (an) appears in Eˇ only in an implicit way. In fact, it describes the
measure of the space Haux = L2(R, µ), where the trace form, the form associated with
the graph Laplacian, is defined on.
More examples concerning singular diffusion can be found in [SV11, FS15].
5 Traces of Dirichlet forms
In this section let X be a locally compact separable metric space, m a positive Radon
measure with full supportX and µ a positive Radon measure onX . We setH := L2(X,m)
and Haux := L2(X, µ) and assume that E is a regular Dirichlet form in L2(X,m) with
domain D. Furthermore, let us assume that µ does not charge any sets of zero capacity.
It is well-known (see [FOT11, Theorem 2.1.3]) that every element from the domain of a
regular Dirichlet form possesses a quasi-continuous representative. Moreover, two quasi-
continuous representatives which coincide m-a.e. coincide quasi-everywhere and hence
µ-a.e. (see [FOT11, Lemma 2.1.4]). From now on we assume that all elements from D
are quasi-continuous. Let J : dom J := D ∩ L2(X, µ) → L2(X, µ), Ju := u. Then J is
well-defined.
Lemma 5.1. J is densely defined, has dense range, and J1 is closed.
Proof. Clearly, Cc(X) ∩D ⊆ dom J . Since E is regular, dom J dense in (D, E1) and since
E is densely defined it is also dense in H.
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Since E is regular, Cc(X) ∩ D is dense in Cc(X) (with respect to the uniform norm),
which itself is dense in L2(X, µ). Hence, it is also dense in L2(X, µ). Since it is a subspace
of ranJ , J has dense range.
Let (un) in dom J , u ∈ D and v ∈ L2(X, µ) such that limn→∞ E1[un−u] = 0 and Jun →
v. By [FOT11, Theorem 2.1.4] there exists a subsequence (unk) such that unk → u q.e.
and hence also µ-a.e. Hence, v = u µ-a.e. and therefore u ∈ dom J and Ju = u = v.
Thus, we can construct the trace of E w.r.t. to J as in Theorem 2.4, which we still
denote by Eˇ .
Theorem 5.2. The trace form Eˇ is a Dirichlet form.
Proof. We first show that Eˇλ is a Dirichlet form for every λ > 0. We already know
that Eˇλ is densely defined and closed. Thus, to prove that it is in fact a Dirichlet form
it remains to show that the unit contraction operates on Eˇλ. Let u ∈ dom J . Then
(0 ∨ u) ∧ 1 ∈ D ∩ L2(X, µ) = dom J and (0 ∨ Ju) ∧ 1 = J((0 ∨ u) ∧ 1) ∈ ran J = dom Eˇλ.
Furthermore, using the Dirichlet principle in Theorem 2.1 together with the fact that Eˇλ
is a Dirichlet form, we obtain
Eˇλ[(0 ∨ Ju) ∧ 1] = inf{Eλ[v] : v ∈ dom J, Jv = J
(
(0 ∨ u) ∧ 1)}
≤ inf{Eλ[(0 ∨ v) ∧ 1] : v ∈ dom J, Jv = Ju}
≤ inf{Eλ[v] : v ∈ dom J, Jv = Ju} = Eˇλ[Ju].
Thus Eˇλ is a Dirichlet form.
Note that Eˇ is densely defined. According to [FOT11, Theorem 1.4.1], proving that Eˇ
is a Dirichlet form is equivalent to prove that the operator α(Hˇ + α)−1 is Markovian for
every α > 0. Let ψ ∈ L2(X, µ) such that 0 ≤ ψ ≤ 1 µ-a.e. Owing to the fact that Eˇλ is a
Dirichlet form for every λ > 0, for every α > 0 we have
0 ≤ α(Hˇλ + α)−1ψ ≤ 1 µ-a.e.
Since α(Hˇλ + α)
−1 → α(Hˇ + α)−1 strongly, also α(Hˇ + α)−1 is Markovian.
Let F be the topological support of the measure µ. If we consider Eˇ as a Dirichlet
form in L2(F, µ) we can get more information on it.
Proposition 5.3. The Dirichlet form Eˇ considered in L2(F, µ) is regular.
Proof. We first show that Eˇλ is regular for every λ > 0. Let λ > 0, ψ ∈ Cc(F ). By
Tietze’s extension theorem, the function ψ has an extension ψ˜ ∈ Cc(X). Since E is
regular, by [FOT11, Lemma 1.4.2-ii, p.29] there is a sequence (uk) in Cc(X)∩D such that
supp(uk) ⊆ supp(ψ˜) for all k ∈ N and ‖uk − ψ˜‖∞ → 0. Hence, (Juk) in Cc(F ) ∩ ran J
and Juk → ψ uniformly on F . Now let ψ ∈ ranJ . Then there exists u ∈ L2(X, µ) ∩ D
such that ψ = Ju. The regularity of E and the fact that µ is a Radon measure yield the
regularity of the Dirichlet form EJ on L2(X,m) defined by
dom EJ := L2(X, µ) ∩ D, EJ [u] := E [u] +
∫
X
u2 dµ for all u ∈ dom EJ ,
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see [FOT11, Theorem 6.1.2]. Thus, there exists a sequence (uk) in Cc(X) ∩ D such that
EJλ [uk − u] → 0. Therefore, (Juk) in Cc(F ) ∩ ran J and Juk → Ju in L2(F, µ). By
construction of Eˇλ we obtain
Eˇλ[Juk − ψ] = Eˇλ[Juk − Ju] = Eλ[Pλuk − Pλu] ≤ Eλ[uk − u] ≤ EJλ [uk − u]→ 0.
Hence, Eˇλ is regular.
Let us now prove the regularity of Eˇ . As ran J ⊆ Dˇ, by the first part of the proof we
get that Cc(F )∩ Dˇ is uniformly dense in Cc(F ). Note that ranJ is a core for Eˇ . Thus, it
suffices to prove that Cc(F )∩ ran J is a core for ranJ . Let ψ ∈ ranJ . Since Eˇ1 is regular,
there exists a sequence (ψk)k∈N in Cc(F )∩ ranJ such that
(Eˇ1)1[ψk − ψ]→ 0. Therefore,(Eˇ)
1
[ψk − ψ] ≤
(Eˇ1)1[ψk − ψ]→ 0.
Hence, Eˇ is regular.
Next, we will establish a formula for Hˇ−11 in terms of the 1-potential.
Lemma 5.4. Assume that J1 is bounded. Then for every ψ ∈ L2(X, µ), the signed
measure ψµ has finite energy integral. Let Uµ1 ψ be the 1-potential of the signed measure
ψµ. Then
Hˇ−11 ψ = J1U
µ
1 ψ.
Proof. Let us first observe that for every fixed ψ ∈ L2(X, µ) the signed measure ψµ has
finite energy integral, i.e. there exists c ≥ 0 such that∫
|Jv · ψ| dµ ≤ c(E1[v])1/2 for all v ∈ D.
Thus, the 1-potential of ψµ is well-defined and is characterized as being the unique element
from D such that
E1(Uµ1 ψ, v) =
∫
Jv · ψ dµ for all v ∈ D.
Hence, making use of the construction of Eˇ1 together with the latter identity we obtain
Eˇ1(J1Uµ1 ψ, Jv) = E1(Uµ1 ψ, P1v) =
∫
JP1v · ψ dµ =
∫
Jv · ψ dµ
= (ψ, Jv)L2(X,µ) for all v ∈ D, ψ ∈ L2(X, µ).
Thus J1U
µ
1 ψ ∈ D(Hˇ1) and Hˇ1J1Uµ1 ψ = ψ.
We end this section by showing that our construction of the trace of a Dirichlet form
coincides with the construction in [FOT11, Section 6.2]. To this end, let
De := {u : X → R ∪ {±∞} : umeasurable, |u| <∞m-a.e.,
∃(un) in D : E [un − um]→ 0, un → um-a.e.}.
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Clearly, De is a vector space containing D, and by [FOT11, Theorem 1.5.1] we can extend
E to De by
E [u] := lim
n→∞
E [un]
for u ∈ De, where (un) is a corresponding approximating sequence. By [FOT11, Theorem
2.1.7], every element in De admits a quasi-continuous representative, so without loss of
generality we may assume that the elements of De are quasi-continuous. Note that E is a
positive quadratic form on De, but (De, E) may not be a Hilbert space. However, if E is a
scalar product on D, then (De, E) is a Hilbert space (this is the so-called transient case)
and De can be identified with the abstract completion of D w.r.t. E . We can decompose
De into an E-orthogonal sum
De = De,X\F˜ ⊕HF˜ := {u ∈ De : u = 0 q.e. on F˜} ⊕ {PF˜u : u ∈ De},
where F˜ is a so-called quasi-support of µ and PF˜ is given by a probabilistic expectation
PF˜u = E(·)
(
u(XσF˜ )
)
for u ∈ De; cf. [FOT11, Section 6.2] for details. In case E is a scalar product on D we
obtain that PF˜ is an orthogonal projection on De w.r.t. E .
We define the form q in L2(F, µ) by
dom q := {ϕ ∈ L2(F, µ) : ∃u ∈ De : u = ϕµ-a.e.},
q[ϕ] := E [PF˜u], where u ∈ De with u = ϕ µ-a.e.
By [FOT11, Lemma 6.2.1], q is well-defined. Note that for ϕ ∈ dom q we have ϕ = PF˜u
µ-a.e. By [FOT11, Theorem 6.2.1], q is a regular Dirichlet form, so in particular q is
closed. Moreover, J(Cc(X) ∩ D) ⊆ ranJ is a core for q.
Proposition 5.5. We have Eˇ = q.
Proof. By [FOT11, Theorems 4.6.2 and 4.6.5] we observe the E-orthogonal decomposition
De = {u ∈ De : u = 0µ-a.e.} ⊕ {PF˜u : u ∈ De}.
Let λ > 0. Let ϕ ∈ ran J , u ∈ dom J such that Ju = ϕ. Then
Eˇλ[ϕ] = Eλ[Pλu] = E [Pλu] + λ
∫
(Pλu)
2 dm.
Since Pλu = E(·)
(
e−λσF˜ u(XσF˜ )
)
by [FOT11, Theorem 4.3.1], we obtain Pλu→ PF˜u m-a.e.
For u ∈ D ∩ Cc(X) we obtain∫
|Pλu|2 dm ≤
∫
PF˜u
2 dm ≤ ‖u‖2∞m(supp u).
Since Pλu = u q.e. on F˜ by [FOT11, Theorem 4.3.1], we have Pλu = u = Ju µ-a.e. Hence,
q[Ju] = E [PF˜Pλu] = E [Pλu], since PF˜Pλ = Pλ by the tower property for conditional
expectations. Therefore, for ϕ ∈ J(D ∩Cc(X)) and u ∈ D ∩Cc(X) such that Ju = ϕ we
obtain
Eˇλ[ϕ] = E [Pλu] + λ
∫
(Pλu)
2 dm = q[ϕ] + λ
∫
(Pλu)
2 dm→ q[ϕ].
Hence, Eˇ [ϕ] = Eˇ0[ϕ] = q[ϕ]. Since J
(D ∩ Cc(X)) is a core for q by [FOT11, Theorem
6.2.1] and it is a core for Eˇ by (the proof of) Proposition 5.3, we obtain Eˇ = q.
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6 Convergence of traces of Dirichlet forms
Let X be a locally compact separable metric space, m a positive Radon measure on X
with full support X and E a regular Dirichlet form having domain D ⊆ L2(X,m). Let
µ be a positive Radon measure on X charging no set of zero capacity. We consider a
sequence (En) of regular Dirichlet forms with dom En = D for all n ∈ N, and a Dirichlet
form E∞ with domain dom E∞ = D.
We make the following three assumptions. First, assume there exists a constant c > 0
such that
c−1E [u] ≤ En[u] ≤ cE [u] for all u ∈ D, n ∈ N ∪ {∞}. (A.1)
Assumption (A.1) implies in particular that E and En induce equivalent capacities. Hence
we shall use deliberately the abbreviations “q.e.” and “q.c.” to mean with respect to any
of these capacities. The second assumption that we will adopt is
J1 : (D ∩ L2(X, µ), E1)→ L2(X, µ), u 7→ u is continuous. (A.2)
Note that since J1 is densely defined by Lemma 5.1, we can then extend J1 to D.
For n ∈ N ∪ {∞} we define as before
Jn1 : (D ∩ L2(X, µ), En1 )→ L2(X, µ), u 7→ u.
By (A.1) and (A.2) also Jn1 is continuous and can be extended to D. For the third
assumption, for n ∈ N∪ {∞} let Hn be the positive self-adjoint operator associated with
En and Kn := (Hn + 1)−1. Then we assume that for all u ∈ L2(X,m) we have
Jn1K
nu→ J∞1 K∞u in L2(X, µ). (A.3)
For n ∈ N∪ {∞} and λ > 0 we denote by Eˇnλ the trace of the Dirichlet form Enλ w.r.t. the
measure µ.
Let us recall the definition of Mosco convergence, see [Mos94, Definition 2.1.1] or
[Mos69]. Let (an) be a sequence of positive quadratic forms in a Hilbert space H, a∞ a
quadratic form in H. We say that (an) Mosco-converges to the form a∞ in H provided
(M1) for all (un) in H, u ∈ H such that un → u weakly in H we have lim infn→∞ an[un] ≥
a∞[u],
(M2) for all u ∈ H there exists (un) in H such that un → u in H and lim supn→∞ an[un] ≤
a∞[u].
Note that for this definition we extend the quadratic forms to the whole space by setting
them +∞ for elements not in their domain.
Theorem 6.1. Assume (A.1), (A.2) and (A.3). Let (En) be Mosco-convergent to E∞.
Then:
(a) The sequence of trace forms (Eˇnλ ) Mosco-converges to the corresponding trace form
Eˇ∞λ for every λ > 0.
(b) For every sequence (λj) in (0,∞) such that λj ↓ 0 there exists a sequence (nj) in
N with nj →∞ such that (Eˇnjλj ) Mosco-converges to the trace form Eˇ∞.
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Proof. First, note that J∞1 u = J
n
1 u = J1u for all u ∈ D and n ∈ N.
(a) We shall prove the statement for λ = 1, the proof for general λ > 0 is similar. For
n ∈ N ∪ {∞} we define the bounded form Qn by
domQn := L
2(X, µ), Qn[ψ] := En1 [(Jn1 )∗ψ].
Since (Jn1 )
∗ψ ∈ (ker(Jn1 ))⊥En1 , from the very definition we obtain
Qn[ψ] = Eˇn1 [Jn1 (Jn1 )∗ψ] =
∫
X
ψ · Jn1 (Jn1 )∗ψ dµ.
Hence Qn is the closed quadratic form associated to the positive self-adjoint bounded
operator Jn1 (J
n
1 )
∗ = (Hˇn1 )
−1, where Hˇn1 is the operator associated with Eˇn1 . As Mosco-
convergence for forms is equivalent to strong resolvent convergence for the associated
operators (see [Mos94, Theorem 2.4.1]) and for bounded self-adjoint operators strong
convergence and resolvent convergence are equivalent we are led to prove that (Qn) Mosco-
converges to Q∞.
To prove (M1), let (ψn) be a L
2(X, µ)-weakly convergent sequence with weak limit ψ ∈
L2(X, µ). W.l.o.g. we may assume that lim infn→∞Qn[ψn] = limn→∞Qn[ψn] (otherwise
choose a suitable subsequence). First, note that (ψn) is bounded. By (A.1) and (A.2) we
easily obtain that supn∈N∪{∞} ‖(Jn1 )∗‖ = supn∈N∪{∞} ‖Jn1 ‖ <∞. Thus,
sup
n∈N
Qn[ψn] = sup
n∈N
En1 [(Jn1 )∗ψn] ≤ sup
n∈N
‖(Jn1 )∗‖2‖ψn‖2 <∞.
In particular,
sup
n∈N
En1 [(Jn1 )∗ψn] <∞. (6.1)
For the rest of the proof we shall use Kuwae’s method (see [KS03, Ssection 2.2]) as follows:
For n,m ∈ N ∪ {∞} define
En := (D, (En1 )1/2), Cn := ranKn, Φm,n : Cm → En, Φm,nu := Kn(Km)−1u.
Then Φm,mu = u for all u ∈ Cm. Furthermore, as Mosco-convergence of forms is equivalent
to strong resolvent convergence of the associated operators, for v ∈ C∞ = ranK∞ and
u ∈ L2(X,m) such that K∞u = v we get
En1 [Φ∞,nv] = En1 [Knu] =
∫
X
uKnu dm→
∫
X
uK∞u dm = E∞1 [K∞u] = E∞1 [v]. (6.2)
Hence, (En)n∈N converges to E∞ in the sense of Kuwae and assumption [KS03, Assumption
A.2.1] is fulfilled.
Let u ∈ L2(X,m). By (A.3) we have Jn1Knu → J∞1 K∞u in L2(X, µ). For n ∈ N
define wn := K
∞u ∈ ranK∞. Then clearly wn → K∞u in E∞, and
lim
k→∞
lim sup
n→∞
En1 [Φ∞,nwk −Knu] = lim
k→∞
lim sup
n→∞
En1 [Knu−Knu] = 0.
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Hence, Knu→ K∞u strongly in the sense of Kuwae (see [KS03, Definition 2.4]).
By (6.1), an application of [KS03, Lemma 2.2] yields that there exists a subsequence(
(Jnk1 )
∗ψnk
)
k
and u∞ ∈ E∞ such that for all u ∈ L2(X,m) we have
lim
k→∞
Enk1
(
(Jnk1 )
∗ψnk , K
nku
)
= E∞1 (u∞, K∞u)
(weak convergence in the sense of Kuwae [KS03, Definition 2.5]). Since (ψn) is weakly
convergent to ψ and (Jn1K
nu) is strongly convergent to J∞1 K
∞u we also obtain
Enk1
(
(Jnk1 )
∗ψnk , K
nku
)
=
∫
ψnkJ
nk
1 K
nku dµ→
∫
ψJ∞1 K
∞u dµ = E∞1
(
(J∞1 )
∗ψ,K∞u
)
.
Thus, E∞1 (u∞, K∞u) = E∞1
(
(J∞1 )
∗ψ,K∞u
)
for all u ∈ L2(X,m). Since ranK∞ =
domH∞ is a core for E∞1 , we conclude u∞ = (J∞1 )∗ψ.
From [KS03, Lemma 2.3] we then get
lim inf
n→∞
Qn[ψn] = lim
n→∞
Qn[ψn] = lim inf
k→∞
Qnk [ψnk ] = lim inf
k→∞
Enk1 [(Jnk1 )∗ψnk ]
≥ E∞1 [(J∞1 )∗ψ] = Q∞[ψ],
and (M1) is proved.
To prove (M2), let ψ ∈ L2(X, µ). We will use ψn := ψ for all n ∈ N. Without loss
of generality, we may assume that lim supn→∞Qn[ψ] = limn→∞Qn[ψ] (otherwise choose a
suitable subsequence). By (6.1) and (A.1) the sequence
(
(Jn1 )
∗ψ
)
n
is bounded with respect
to E∞1 . By choosing a suitable subsequence, we may assume that
(
(Jn1 )
∗ψ
)
n
converges
weakly to some u∞ ∈ D with respect to E∞1 . Thus,∫
X
u(Jn1 )
∗ψ dm = E∞1
(
K∞u, (Jn1 )
∗ψ
)→ E∞1 (K∞u, u∞) =
∫
X
uu∞ dm
for all u ∈ L2(X,m). By (6.1) and reasoning as in the proof of (M1) the sequence(
(Jn1 )
∗ψ
)
n
has a subsequence
(
(Jnk1 )
∗ψ
)
k
which converges weakly in the sense of Kuwae
to some u′∞ ∈ E∞. In particular,∫
X
u(Jnk1 )
∗ψ dm = Enk1
(
Knku, (Jnk1 )
∗ψ
)→ E∞1 (K∞u, u′∞) =
∫
X
uu′∞ dm
for all u ∈ L2(X,m). Thus, u∞ = u′∞. Since also∫
X
u(Jnk1 )
∗ψ dm = Enk1
(
Knku, (Jnk1 )
∗ψ
)→ E∞1 (K∞u, (J∞1 )∗ψ) =
∫
X
u(J∞1 )
∗ψ dm
for all u ∈ L2(X,m) as in the proof of (M1), we obtain u∞ = (J∞1 )∗ψ. Since J∞1 is
linear and continuous, it is also weakly continuous. Hence, Jnk1 (J
nk
1 )
∗ψ = J∞1 (J
nk
1 )
∗ψ →
J∞1 (J
∞
1 )
∗ψ weakly in L2(X, µ). Thus,
lim sup
n→∞
Qn[ψ] = lim
n→∞
Qn[ψ] = lim
k→∞
Qnk [ψ] = lim
k→∞
Enk1 [(Jnk1 )∗ψ]
= lim
k→∞
∫
ψJnk1 (J
nk
1 )
∗ψ dµ =
∫
ψJ∞1 (J
∞
1 )
∗ψ dµ = E∞1 [(J∞1 )∗ψ] = Q∞[ψ].
(b) According to [Att84, Theorem 3.36], the topology of Mosco-convergence on the
space of closed forms on a Hilbert space is metrizable. Thus (b) is simply a consequence
of a diagonal procedure.
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Remark 6.2. (a) For (A.1) it suffices to require that there exists c > 0 such that
c−1E [u] ≤ En[u] ≤ cE [u] for all u ∈ D, n ∈ N.
Then Mosco-convergence of (En) to a Dirichlet form E∞ yields (A.1).
(b) Note that in Theorem 6.1, compared to [AtE12, Theorem 3.7], we just require
Mosco convergence of (En) to E∞.
The following lemma can be used to obtain (A.3).
Lemma 6.3. Assume (A.1) and (A.2). Let (En) be Mosco-convergent to E∞ and assume
that En[v]→ E∞[v] for all v ∈ ranK∞. Then (A.3) is satisfied.
Proof. We make use of the notation introduced in the proof of Theorem 6.1. Let u ∈
L2(X,m). Since Knu→ K∞u in L2(X,m) (cf. Remark 2.5(b)), as in (6.2) we obtain
En1 [Knu−K∞u] = En1 [Knu]− 2En1 (Knu,K∞u) + En1 [K∞u]
= En1 [Knu]− 2
∫
X
uK∞u dm+ En1 [K∞u]
→ E∞1 [K∞u]− 2
∫
X
uK∞u dm+ E∞1 [K∞u]
= E∞1 [K∞u]− 2E∞1 [K∞u] + E∞1 [K∞u] = 0.
By (A.1) we conclude
E∞1 [Knu−K∞u]→ 0.
Since J∞1 is continuous, we have J
n
1K
nu = J∞1 K
nu→ J∞1 K∞u in L2(X, µ).
The following counter-example shows that if (A.1) fails (whereas (A.2) still hold true)
then the conclusions of Theorem 6.1 may fail!
Example 6.4. Let X := [0, 1], m the Lebesgue measure on X , H := L2(X,m) = L2(0, 1),
E the classical Dirichlet form with Neumann boundary conditions, i.e.
D := H1(0, 1), E [u] :=
∫ 1
0
u′(x)2 dx,
and µ := δ0 + δ1. For n ∈ N define En in H by
En[u] := 1
n
∫ 1
0
u′(x)2 dx+ u(0)2 + u(1)2 for all u ∈ D.
We shall identify the space L2(X, µ) with the Euclidean space R2. Clearly, E is a regular
Dirichlet form. By Sobolev embedding, elements from D have continuous representatives.
Moreover we see that J is densely defined with dense range, J1 is bounded and the En’s
are closed. This is indeed all we need. Furthermore, for every n ∈ N and u ∈ D we have
En[(0 ∨ u) ∧ 1] ≤ En[u].
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Hence the En’s are Dirichlet forms. However, assumption (A.1) is not fulfilled in this
particular case. Indeed, for u ∈ H10 (0, 1) ⊆ D and n ∈ N we observe En[u] = 1nE [u].
By [Sim78, Theorem 3.2] the sequence (En) converges in the sense of Mosco to the
closure of the regular part of the quadratic form q defined by
dom q := D, q[u] := u(0)2 + u(1)2.
However, it is well-known that q = qsing (compare [Sim78, Example (3)]; but it is also
easy to see) and hence En → 0 in the sense of Mosco.
Obviously, in this situation we have Eˇ∞ = 0. Furthermore, for every λ > 0, the
E∞λ -orthogonal complement of ker J is {0}. Hence, Eˇ∞λ = 0 for all λ ≥ 0.
We shall show that Eˇnλ 6→ 0 in the sense of Mosco, for any λ ≥ 0. Let us first compute
Eˇnλ for λ ≥ 0. To this end, for given a, b ∈ R, we solve the boundary value problem
−1
n
u′′ + λu = 0 in (0, 1),
u(0) = a, u(1) = b.
For λ > 0, the solution is given by
ua,b(x) = au1(x) + bu2(x) for all x ∈ [0, 1],
where
u1(x) :=
sinh(
√
nλ(1− x))
sinh
√
nλ
, u2(x) :=
sinh(
√
nλx)
sinh
√
nλ
for all x ∈ [0, 1].
From the definition of Eˇnλ we get
Eˇnλ [(a, b)] = Enλ [ua,b] =
1
n
ua,b(1)u
′
a,b(1)−
1
n
ua,b(0)u
′
a,b(0) + a
2 + b2
= −
√
nλ
sinh(
√
nλ)
2ab
n
+
(a2 + b2)
√
nλ
n
cosh(
√
nλ)
sinh(
√
nλ)
+ a2 + b2.
Moreover, for λ = 0 an elementary computation yields
Eˇn[(a, b)] = 1
n
(b− a)2 + a2 + b2 for all a, b ∈ R.
Therefore, for all λ ≥ 0 we obtain
lim
n→∞
Eˇnλ [(a, b)] = a2 + b2.
Since the limit form is bounded on R2, by [Sim78, Theorem 3.2] we conclude that for each
λ ≥ 0 the sequence (Eˇnλ ) converges in the sense of Mosco to the Euclidean scalar product
on R2.
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